COLLABORATION FOR THE IMPACTFUL SCIENCE
EUROPEAN ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH INFRASTRUCTURES

REGISTER NOW

4 JUNE 19
BRUSSELS

Presentations Panels Science market

ENVRI
**PROGRAMME**

8:30-9:00am
Registration

9:00-10:00am
Opening session

- **Agnés Robin**: Welcome from the European Commission
- **Werner Kutsch**: Introduction of ENVRI community and ENVRIplus project
- **Jan Hrušák**: ESFRI perspective on the research infrastructures cluster collaboration

10:00-11:00am
Collaboration for better science

- **Jean-Daniel Paris**: Studying a methane transfer from the seafloor up to the atmosphere during the interdisciplinary Black sea expedition relying on four research infrastructures
- **Sabine Philippin**: Exploring the integration capacity of environmental observation sites for multidisciplinary research
- **Helen Glaves**: Interoperability of data, applications and services

11:00-11:30am
Coffee Break

11:30-12:30am
Collaboration for enhanced synergies

- **Olivier Gilbert**: Solutions for energy units in extreme environments
- **Jacco Konijn**: The benefits of knowledge transfer among the environmental research infrastructures
- **Zhiming Zhao**: Enabling interdisciplinary sciences across research infrastructures
- **Magdalena Brus**: Joint communications activities for better visibility of research infrastructures
Lunch
Science fair introducing the environmental research infrastructures
Award ceremony for high school students who participated in ENVRIplus Science Game

2:00-3:00pm Collaboration for societal impact
- Michael Mirtl: The analysis of research infrastructure relevance for the Grand Challenges
- Simonetta Soro: Scientific game for the High School students - Teacher’s perspective
- Ari Asmi: Industry, Innovations, partnership with SMEs
- Sarah Butts: Collaboration with other research infrastructure clusters

3:00-4:00pm Future prospects and needs of the ENVRI cluster
- Sanna Sorvari Sundet: ENVRI beyond 2020
- Daniel Franz: ENVRI-FAIR
- Paolo Laj: Strategy and funding needs for transnational access
- Roberta Zobbi: European Commission’s perspective on the future collaboration and support

4:00-4:30pm Coffee Break

4:30-5:30pm Research infrastructures – the in situ component of the global Earth observations
- Gilberto Camara: GEO
- Oksana Tarasova: WMO
- Alex Vermeulen: EAA
- TBC: ESA

5:30pm Coctails
COLLABORATION FOR THE IMPACTFUL SCIENCE
EUROPEAN ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH INFRASTRUCTURES

JUNE 4, 2018; 9:00-17:30
ROYAL BELGIUM INSTITUTE OF NATURAL SCIENCES
MUSEUM OF NATURAL SCIENCES
VAUTIER STREET 29
1000 BRUSSELS

CONTACT
magdalena.brus@icos-ri.eu

MORE INFORMATION
www.envriplus.eu
@ENVRIcommunity #ENVRIplus #ENVRIisolutions
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